


BON
HOMIE!
MESSAGE FROM
THE DIRECTOR

What a summer it has been in campus this 

campus after two years and there is plenty 
of sunshine and cheer around. The campus 
has been abuzz with activities and we have 

craft bazaar, artisan awareness week, Chau 
by Spic Macay artists, the list is endless. 

Summer has always been about activities. 
Of energy and vibrance. Of tans and detox. 

In more ways than one, the summer of 
2022 has seen the world wake up after a 
long hibernation due to pandemic. Many 

new friends and moved to another city. 
Movement is good. Contentment with 
status quo is the enemy of progress. 
Stay open to possibilities. Brush with 
new cultures, new food habits and a new 
city can be the beginning of a process 
which helps us to embrace the other. In 

acceptance is always key. To that extent, 

Some trees shed leaves, some bloom 
profusely, some like mango wait for 
summer to bear fruits. Birds migrate, 
animals shed and all have coping 

help them survive tough heat. 

Have you ever thought of your coping 
mechanism when it gets hot under the 
collar? While your senses surrender to a 

personal architecture and how you bear
the heat? Meanwhile shine as always!  
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      Shark Tank

One word for a spat 
you had?

ONE 
WORD!

rapid fire

SENIORS OVERWHELMING

BANTER IRRITATING

ANNOYING

- Prakhar Gupta, BFT-6
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WHICHCRAFT

ONE 
WORD!

rapid fire

One word for the 

 you attended?

 AMAZING THRILLING DAMN

ENTHU EXCITINGMAN!!

EK KARIGAR KI DASTAAN
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Reality is an
Illusion

the same 
route to our 
homes

die

woman

It has other purposes to cater

BON VOYAGE !!
- aishwariya, fC-6

opportunities. I opted for 

met in person before. The 

as we had to buy basic 

them was the best part of the 

is 800 rupees. There are so 

the tuition and dorm fees that 

- Prakhar Gupta, BFT-6
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BON VOYAGE !!
- niyati,, KD-6

The human condition to 

us to communicate. And 

to understand and be 

my stereotype about the 

buttered croissants with 

sometimes return with the 

now my friends have been the 

have missed
home and my country; 

of the days in a new one. 
The past month has been a 

a new continent.

Bilahari
A  J o u r n e y  B e y o n d  t h e  S ta r s

word that means ‘star’. 

the students are what 

chatter as students seated 

of the amphitheatre. 

upon the crowd when the 

quietude continued as the 

The thrum of the 
dancers’ footsteps was 
punctured by each verse 

A symphonic choir came 

ONE 
WORD!

rapid fire

GC WHY?! BAD LUCK

CAN'T!!!! EXHAUSTED!!

and rhythmic instruments. 

dance performances 
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Scrambled Pizza Toast

Sandwich bread
Tomatoes
Onions

Mayonnaise 

Pizza sauce

cheese

mayonnaise and any other

over it.

You can microwave it at 

on it.

 Double Choco Chip Frappe

hot outside for you to step 

Worry not! I have the perfect 

ice cream or whipped 
cream.

cheese. Whenever we 

fries happen whenever 
you want!

Potatoes

drain

Put the fries into a paper 

cheese over the fries and 

choice.

Peri-peri cheesy fries

BUON
APPET IT IO
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Mug muffin

It’s hard to satisfy our 

time. It’s even harder to 
resist the need

presence

Add a piece of preferred 

Homemade Blue Lagoon

beach in the Bahamas with 
your friends!

them with cinnamon & 

Apple Cinnamon Chips
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unmute 
yourself

with stress on your mind.

BON VOYAGE !!
- SPATIKA, FC-6

I practiced and studied 

dosas for which you have 

of my other friends who 

this period where you are 
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You are made of them. 

You outwit me at every turn 

Shahryar's 
Soliloquy 

FUN!! RELATABLE

AMAZING COOL CHILL

BON VOYAGE !!
- ESHWARI, FC-6

creatives to business. 
 

 

the storm. 
 

on a wider perspective beyond 

Southeast Asian students 

who are unheard and denied 
representation and the 

racism and hinduphobia I 

diversity and with the support 

in me. 
 

friend from another campus 

 

ONE 
WORD!

rapid fire
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,Hennur
 

rs.800 for two

screen. 

rs.900 for two

various pies. 

rs.900 for two

various pies. 

rs.700 for two

here. It’s a restobar with a hot  theme 

pizza is very much a  Secret Story. 

.

Best Places 
to Eat
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dear 
society

BON VOYAGE !!
- rajrupa, FC-6

own set of apprehensions. 

move.

by the university who 

that we had about you on the 

introspection in between 

pour their heart out and nurture 

were varied in 

in their eyes.  

Prasad 

Ministry of 

Govt of 

the quote 

sab soon “thereby 

the respect they 
deserve. Mr Ganesh 

showcased what women 

women. 18 minutes of 

started with 

rediscover 
you

INCONSISTENT

ONE 
WORD!

rapid fire

UNPREDICTABLE!

UTOPIAN!
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pretty much sums up the 

when it comes to fashion and 

numerous industries and 

the consumer behaviour. 

who motivate their audience 
to buy products from the 

Media advertisements are on 

a banner of advertisements 
on either side of the screen 

Clout Cookies 
& Crop Top

2020 and consumers spent 

bombarded with thousands 
of pieces of information every 

and their attention span has 

a site you’ve never heard the 

On top of that these ads are 

has made hyper focused 

The Ultimate College Checklist

same time.

(‘After Covid-19’ Edition)

product at any time from 

behaviour. Human minds 

the fashion industry and if 
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Beyond The Horizon with you and the life



Meet the Crew
Team NIFTLIX

Faculty Adivsor:

Prakhar Gupta

FP 2

FP 2
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